Cognitive radio has recently emerged as a promising solution to conciliate the existing conflicts between spectrum demand growth and spectrum underutilisation. The basic underlying idea is to allow unlicensed users to access in an opportunistic and non-interfering manner some licensed bands temporarily unoccupied by the licensed users. Within the framework of cognitive radio, several spectrum measurement campaigns have been performed in diverse locations and scenarios in order to assess the degree to which allocated spectrum bands are currently being used in real wireless communication systems. Although such measurement campaigns follow similar approaches, there is a lack of common and appropriate evaluation methodology, which would be desirable not only to prevent inaccurate results but also to enable the direct comparison of results from different sources. In this context, this work presents a comprehensive and indepth discussion of several important methodological aspects that need to be accounted for when evaluating spectrum occupancy in the context of cognitive radio. Moreover, a quantitative evaluation of the impact of different factors on the obtained results along with various useful guidelines are also provided. The results presented in this work highlight the importance of carefully designing an appropriate methodology when evaluating spectrum occupancy in the context of cognitive radio.
INTRODUCTION
Cognitive Radio (CR) has been identified as a promising solution to the so-called spectrum scarcity problem, which results from the steady spectrum demand growth and the actual spectrum underutilisation [1] . The basic underlying idea of the CR paradigm is to allow unlicensed users to access in an opportunistic and non-interfering manner some licensed bands temporarily unoccupied by the licensed users. CR is expected to dramatically increase the spectrum usage efficiency. However, before this paradigm can turn into reality, a full understanding of the dynamic use of spectrum in real wireless communication systems is firstly required. To this end, spectrum measurements become an essential and unavoidable step.
The measurement of real network activities constitutes an important step towards a realistic understanding of dynamic spectrum use and hence towards the practical deployment of the future CR technology. One of the most important uses of spectrum measurements will be not only to convince regulatory bodies and policy makers on the necessity of new spectrum access policies but also to support them in taking actions to enhance the use of the currently underutilised spectral resources. The investments required in order to develop Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) technologies may be misapplied if they do not address the current and future spectrum use situation. These investments and initiatives require a quantitative support and a deeper understanding of the current and projected spectrum usage. Understanding the current use trends in the spectrum is required for the knowledgeable furtherance of these efforts. Therefore, spectrum measurements are critical to ensure that research investments target the evolving real-world technical issues.
From a technical point of view, spectrum measurements are also useful in detecting what bands are subject to low utilisation levels, thus assessing and characterising the availability of unoccupied spectral resources in terms of frequency, time, and space. This information can be very helpful to the research community in order to identify the most suitable and interesting bands for the future deployment of the CR technology. Besides this, the empirical data captured in spectrum measurements can find many other interesting practical applications. One example is the evaluation and validation of existing and novel DSA techniques with real-world data. Another application is the development of realistic spectrum usage models based on empirical data, which could be interesting not only for theoretical analyses of DSA techniques but also for the development of innovative and accurate simulation tools.
From the previous discussion it is clear that the practical development of the DSA/CR technology can significantly benefit from empirical measurements of the spectrum occupancy. The success of such enterprise, however, depends on the availability of reliable and accurate spectrum utilisation statistics. To the date, several spectrum measurement campaigns covering wide frequency ranges [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] as well as some specific licensed bands [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] have already been performed in diverse locations and scenarios in order to determine the degree to which allocated spectrum bands are used in real wireless communication systems. Tables 1 and  2 summarise the main technical aspects of various broadband spectrum measurement campaigns [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] (the meaning of some parameters will be clarified later on). Although previous spectrum measurement campaigns followed similar approaches, a detailed analysis of Tables  1 and 2 highlight the lack of a common and appropriate evaluation methodology. As pointed out in [26] , different measurement strategies can result in widely divergent answers. Therefore, the availability of a common and reliable evaluation methodology would be desirable not only to prevent inaccurate results but also to enable the direct comparison of results from different sources. In this context, this work presents a comprehensive and in-depth discussion of several important methodological aspects that need to be carefully taken into account when evaluating spectrum occupancy. Certain issues discussed in this work are rather intuitive but they have never been assessed in a formal, rigorous and quantitative manner in the context of CR. This paper presents various useful results that quantify the impact of different individual factors on the obtained occupancy statistics and reveal which of them require more attention. Such factors are grouped into aspects related to the design of the measurement setup (Section 2), the frequency (Section 3) and time (Section 4) dimensions † as well as the employed data post-processing procedures (Section 5). Based on such results, various useful and practical guidelines for future spectrum measurement campaigns are also provided. The main objective of this work is to cope with the major drawback of previous spectrum occupancy studies (i.e., the lack of a rigorous evaluation methodology) by providing a unifying methodological framework for future spectrum measurement campaigns. The results presented in this work highlight the importance of carefully following such an appropriate methodology when evaluating spectrum occupancy in the context of CR.
MEASUREMENT SETUP
Many factors need to be considered when defining a strategy to meet a particular spectrum measurement need. As detailed in [26] , there are some basic dimensions that every spectrum measurement strategy should clearly specify: frequency (frequency span and frequency points to be measured), location (measurement site selection), direction (antenna pointing angle), polarisation (receiving antenna polarisation) and time (sampling rate and measurement period). The measurement setup employed in the evaluation of spectrum occupancy should be designed taking into account the previous factors since they play a key role in the accuracy of the obtained results. The measurement setup should be able to detect, over a wide range of frequencies, a large number of transmitters of the most diverse nature, from narrow-to wide-band systems and from weak signals received near the noise floor to strong signals that may overload the receiving system.
Depending on the purposes of the study, different configurations have been used in previous spectrum measurements ranging from simple setups with a single † In the context of spectrum occupancy evaluation for CR, the spatial domain may refer to the impact of the selected measurement location on the occupancy statistics. The choice of the measurement location, however, can be regarded as an aspect more related to the particular evaluated scenario rather than the evaluation methodology itself. Therefore, the spatial domain is not treated as a methodological aspect in this work. A detailed analysis and discussion can be found in [27] . antenna directly connected to a spectrum analyser [24] to more sophisticated and complex designs [5, 16] . Different configurations between both extreme points may determine various trade-offs between complexity and measurement capabilities. Our study is based on a spectrum analyser setup where different external devices have been added in order to improve the detection capabilities of the system and hence obtain more accurate and reliable results (a simplified scheme is shown in Figure 1 ). The design is composed of two broadband discone-type antennas that cover the frequency range from 75 to 7075 MHz, a SinglePole Double-Throw (SPDT) switch to select the desired Figure 1 . Measurement setup employed in this study.
antenna, several filters to remove undesired signals, a low-noise pre-amplifier to enhance the overall sensitivity and thus the ability to detect weak signals, and a highperformance spectrum analyser to record the spectral activity. These components are discussed in the following. When covering small frequency ranges or specific licensed bands a single antenna may suffice. However, in broadband spectrum measurements from a few megahertzs up to several gigahertzs, two or more broadband antennas are required in order to cover the whole frequency range. Most of spectrum measurement campaigns have been based on omni-directional measurements in order to detect licensed signals coming from any directions. To this end, omni-directional vertically polarised antennas have been the most common choice. Our antenna system comprises two broadband discone-type antennas, which are wideband antennas with vertical polarisation and omni-directional receiving pattern in the horizontal plane. Even though some transmitters are horizontally polarised, they usually are high-power stations, such as e.g. TV stations, that can be detected even with vertically polarised antennas. The exceptionally wideband coverage (allowing a reduced number of antennas in broadband spectrum studies) and the omni-directional feature (allowing the detection of licensed signals coming from any directions) make discone antennas an attractive alternative in radio scanning and monitoring applications, and have been a preferred option for many past spectrum occupancy measurement studies.
In studies where the direction of the incoming signal needs to be resolved, it is possible to use multiple antenna arrays along with beam forming techniques in order to selectively receive or suppress (filter) signals in the angular domain. Directive antennas (e.g., log-periodic antennas) may also be used to this end as well as in order to improve the system's sensitivity at the cost of an increased complexity in the measurement procedures. For example, if a directive antenna with α-degree beamwidth is used in order to provide an additional G-dB gain with respect to an omni-directional antenna, it would be necessary to repeat the measurements N = ⌈360/α⌉ times in order to cover the entire 360-degree range of azimuths.
An alternative option to obtain additional gain is the use of amplification. Most spectrum analysers include built-in high-gain pre-amplifiers. Nevertheless, in some measurement conditions there may be high losses between the antenna port and the spectrum analyser. In this case a better option to improve the system's noise figure is to place a low-noise pre-amplifier right after the antenna system, as show in Figure 1 . This amplifier will compensate for device and cable losses and increase the system's sensitivity. It is worth noting that choosing an amplifier with the highest possible gain not always is the best option in broadband spectrum surveys, where very different signal levels may be present. The existing trade-off between sensitivity and dynamic range must be taken into account. Thus, the correct pre-amplifier has to be chosen based on the specific measurement needs. If we wish absolutely the best sensitivity and are not concerned about measurement range, we would choose a high-gain, low-noise pre-amplifier. However, if we wish an improved sensitivity but cannot afford to give up any measurement range, a lower-gain pre-amplifier would be a more adequate choice. A reasonable design criterion when selecting the pre-amplifier is to guarantee that the different received signal strengths lie within the overall system's Spurious-Free Dynamic Range (SFDR), which is defined as the difference between a threshold or lower limit at which signals can be detected without excessive interference by noise (constrained by the system's noise floor) and the input signal level that produces spurs at levels equal to the noise power [28] . If the maximum input level is exceeded, some spurs might arise above the system's noise floor and be detected as signals in truly unoccupied bands, thus resulting in inaccurate results and erroneous conclusions about the spectral occupancy. As shown in Figure 1 , the use of band-stop filters to remove undesired overloading signals, such as those coming from FM audio broadcast stations, as well as low/high-pass filters to remove out-of-band components, which might create harmonics or intermodulation products, can be very helpful in satisfying the SFDR criterion without any loss in sensitivity at other frequencies.
Figures 2 and 3 quantitatively exemplify the impact of the overall system's sensitivity on the detected spectral activity. In each subfigure, the upper graph shows the Power Spectral Density (PSD) in average value (thick line) as well as minimum and maximum values. When considered together, average, minimum and maximum PSD provide a simple characterisation of the temporal behaviour of a channel. For example, if the results are quite similar, it suggests a single transmitter that is always on, experiences a low level of fading and is probably not moving. At the other extreme, a large difference among average, minimum and maximum PSD suggests a more intermittent use of the spectrum [24] . To more precisely quantify the detected spectral activity, the lower graph of each subfigure shows the duty cycle. For each measured frequency point, the duty cycle is computed as the fraction of PSD samples, out of all the captured PSD samples, indicating the presence of a licensed signal (a more formal definition is provided in appendix A). This metric represents the fraction of time a given frequency is occupied and, for the purposes of this work, it also serves as a metric quantifying the ability to detect the presence of a licensed signal within a certain frequency range. Figure 2 shows the results obtained for the Global System for Mobile communications (GSM). As depicted in Figure 2 (a), when the uplink direction is measured without any amplification (external pre-amplifier of Figure  1 or spectrum analyser's built-in amplifier), some signals are detected (see PSD) resulting in an overall duty cycle of 1.07% for the entire band. When only the external amplifier is connected, a higher number of licensed signals are detected and the resulting average duty cycle is 7.03% in this case, as shown in Figure 2 (b). These results indicate that, when measuring the GSM uplink spectral activity at our measurement location, an absolute estimation error of nearly 6% was observed due to insufficient amplification. In the case of GSM downlink, poor sensitivity levels resulted in severe underestimation of spectral activity. While the results obtained without amplification in Figure  2 (c) conclude that the GSM downlink band is subject to moderate/high usage levels (67.95%), the results obtained with amplification in Figure 2 (d) reveal that such band is actually overcrowded with an average duty cycle of 96.51%, thus resulting in an absolute estimation error of 96.51% -67.95% = 28.56%. These results highlight the importance of the sensitivity: if the measurement setup is not sensitive enough, the obtained occupancy statistics may be subject to high estimation errors, thus leading to wrong conclusions on the spectral activity and spectrum usage. Figure 3 shows the results obtained for Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) systems operating in the 3.4-3.6 GHz band. Without amplification, Figure 3(a) shows that the band is detected as unoccupied (the average duty cycle of 0.72% is due to the criterion employed to select the decision threshold, which is explained in Section 5). By comparing the average duty cycle of Figures 3(b) and 3(c) it can be confirmed that the use of pre-amplifiers near the antenna system provides better sensitivity improvements than the use of the spectrum analyser's built-in amplifier. Although the external pre-amplifier's gain was only 8-11.5 dB, it enabled the detection of some signals that were not detected with the spectrum analyser's 25-dB gain built-in amplifier. However, Figure 3 band. These results indicate that amplification by itself is not enough: an appropriate amplification configuration is required in order to accurately estimate spectrum usage.
Other important aspect concerning the design of the measurement setup (frequently neglected in previous spectrum measurement campaigns) is the presence of interconnection accessories such as cables, connectors and adapters. Before performing any measurements, all the devices between the antenna output port and the spectrum analyser input port need to be calibrated such that the power loss/gain introduced by them is known over the entire frequency range. These values are needed in order to provide amplitude corrections for the measured PSD data.
Finally, the spectrum analyser constitutes the key element of the measurement setup. Since the different operating modes of spectrum analysers can significantly alter the results of a measurement, proper parameter selection is crucial to produce valid and meaningful results. Although the basic principles of spectral analysis [29] need to be taken into account, some particular aspects specific to CR have to be considered as well in order to obtain reliable and accurate results in the context of CR. Sections 3 and 4 discuss the proper selection of configuration parameters related to the frequency and time domains, respectively.
FREQUENCY DIMENSION
When the measurement equipment is designed, the next required step is to decide the frequency blocks (frequency spans) to be measured. This task basically consists in dividing the entire frequency range under study into smaller frequency blocks/spans over which measurements are performed individually. This is necessary, especially in broadband measurement campaigns, because measuring the whole frequency range under study as a single measurement block would result in an extremely poor frequency resolution and hence in a very coarse spectrum occupancy estimation. In previous spectrum measurement campaigns, the division into frequency blocks/spans has been performed according to arbitrary criteria and following a single-stage measurement procedure. However, when little is known about the spectrum bands to be measured and their spectral activity, a more reasonable approach is to follow a two-stage measurement procedure as performed in [30, 31] . In the first stage, the whole frequency range is divided into relatively large frequency blocks/spans, as in [30] (500 MHz) or in [18] (1500 MHz, see table 2). The measurement of such wide frequency blocks enables obtaining a first picture of spectrum occupancy very quickly since only a few frequency blocks need to be measured. This information may be useful to determine which spectrum bands are subject to higher activity levels and are therefore worthy of a more detailed study. Based on this first impression and following the local spectrum allocations, the entire frequency range can then be divided into smaller blocks/spans in such a way that higher frequency resolutions are obtained in those bands where some spectral activity is detected and/or the transmitted signals' bandwidth is narrower [31] .
The relation between the transmitted signal's bandwidth and the frequency resolution is an important aspect to be accounted for that, unfortunately, has received little attention in previous spectrum measurement campaigns. For a given number of measured frequency points per block/span, the frequency bin size (i.e., the separation between two consecutively measured frequency points) increases with the frequency span. In general, higher frequency bins tend to result in higher spectrum occupancy rates, as it is shown in Figure 4 for the Digital Cellular System (DCS) and the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) downlink bands. However, the exact behaviour in both cases is different. In the case of DCS 1800, for frequency bins lower than the bandwidth of the transmitted DCS signal (200 kHz), the average duty cycles (45.16% and 58.91%) indicate that the band is subject to moderate usage levels. For a frequency bin of 1 MHz, which is quite greater than the signal bandwidth, the obtained duty cycle of 84.68% incorrectly concludes that the same band experiences a high level of utilisation. This phenomenon can be explained as follows.
As it can be observed in Figure 4 (a) for DCS 1800, some regions of the band are occupied during the entire measurement period. As a result, the three frequency bin values agree and provide similar duty cycles (nearly 100%) in such portions of the band. In other regions where the activity is lower, different frequency bin values provide very different results. Concretely, large frequency bin values tend to overestimate spectrum occupancy. For example, if a frequency bin of 1000 kHz is used, a single high-power 200 kHz active channel within the bin may result in the entire 1000 kHz bin being declared as occupied. As a result, frequency bin values larger than the signal bandwidth lead to important overestimations of spectrum occupancy in regions with moderate activity levels, which in turn results in greater average duty cycles for the entire band. In the case of UMTS the studied frequency bins are always lower than the signal bandwidth (5 MHz). Although the average duty cycle increases with the frequency bin, the difference is less significant (only 8.5% between 109 and 1000 kHz). This difference can indeed be ascribed to the fact that for the lower frequency bins some frequency points lie within the UMTS channels'
guard bands (as shown in Figure 4(b) ), where the duty cycle is zero. Based on this discussion, it can be concluded that if the frequency bin is larger than the bandwidth of the signal being measured, spectrum occupancy is notably overestimated. On the other hand, occupancy estimation is reasonably accurate as long as the frequency bin size remains acceptably narrower than the signal bandwidth.
Another aspect related to the frequency dimension is the employed Resolution BandWidth (RBW). Narrowing the RBW increases the system's ability to resolve signals in frequency and decreases the noise floor, which in turn improves the ability to detect weak signals, at the cost of increased measurement times [29] . This trend is illustrated in Table 3 . As it can be appreciated, decreasing the RBW results in higher average duty cycles for the same band (enhanced capability to detect the presence of licensed signals within the measured frequency range) as well as higher average sweep times (i.e., longer inter-sample intervals and therefore longer required measurement periods to obtain the same number of samples). The band considered in this example (146-235 MHz) comprises transmissions from radio technologies with various signal bandwidths, including Private Mobile Radio (PMR) networks (12.5/25 kHz), wireless microphones (200 kHz) and Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) systems (1.54 MHz). As a result, the occupancy statistics shown in Table 3 implicitly include the effects of several RBWs on different signal bandwidths. In the performed experiment, the 10-kHz RBW can be considered as an adequate trade-off between detection capability (represented by the average duty cycle) and measurement time (represented by the average sweep time). For the results shown in Table 3 , the 10-kHz RBW configuration only misses the detection of 58.04% -56.08% ≈ 2% of licensed signals with respect to the 3-kHz RBW configuration while it is able to capture 7.49s/2.81s = 2.67 times more PSD samples within the same measurement period. Wider RBWs result in shorter average sweep times but higher estimation errors, up to 17.68% for the 300-kHz RBW configuration. Moreover, since signal bandwidths of less than 10 kHz are unusual, a 10-kHz RBW can be considered as more than enough to resolve signals in frequency for most of the existing radio technologies. Based on these observations, a 10-kHz RBW can be considered as an appropriate choice for broadband spectrum surveys, offering an adequate trade-off between detection capability and required measurement time. 
TIME DIMENSION
The time dimension of spectrum measurements is mainly defined by two parameters, namely the sampling rate, i.e. the rate at which PSD samples are captured, and the measurement period. While the former is constrained (and in some cases automatically adjusted) by the measurement device, the latter can be easily controlled. Very different measurement periods have been considered in previous spectrum measurement campaigns, as it can be appreciated in the summary shown in Table 2 . The selected measurement period depends on the tradeoff between the overall time required to complete the measurement campaign and the particular objectives of the measurement study. Some previous studies have been aimed at identifying spectrum usage patterns over long periods and understanding any potential seasonality in the visible spectrum usage. For such kind of studies, longterm measurement campaigns with measurement periods of several years have been suggested [12, 32] . However, from the standpoint of resource utilisation, a short-term evaluation and characterisation of spectrum usage is frequently more interesting since in practice it has an important impact on the behaviour and performance of a DSA/CR network. In such a case, long-term measurements are not necessary. Although the employed measurement periods can be drastically shortened, a minimum number of PSD samples is required to correctly characterise the spectral activity of the measured bands. In this context, and from a statistical viewpoint, the question is how long should spectrum bands be measured in order to obtain a representative estimate of the actual spectrum usage in such bands. This section tries to answer this question by showing the effects of the measurement period on the obtained results in a quantitative manner. To this end, a portion of the DCS downlink band (1862.5-1875.5 MHz) was selected and measured during 24 hours. The average duty cycle for each measured frequency point was computed over 1-hour periods, thus obtaining the time evolution of the duty cycle for different frequencies along one day. The obtained results are shown in Figures 5 and 6 .
As it can be appreciated in Figure 5 , the activity in the measured band was produced by at least two base stations, which can be inferred from the two broadcast channels that can clearly be identified at 1863.2 MHz and 1867. 4 MHz for their constant duty cycles (the latter is lower than 100% because of the distance from the base station and the experienced fading loss). Traffic channels are also distinguishable in Figure 5 for their temporal variation.
In the particular case of broadcast channels, the spectral activity is constant and hence the instantaneous duty cycle matches the average value at every time instant. As a result, a 1-hour measurement period would report an acceptable estimate of the actual occupancy rate regardless of the start time. This conclusion is valid not only for broadcast channels of cellular mobile communication systems but in general for transmitters with a constant temporal activity pattern such as TV and FM broadcast stations, among many other types of wireless systems.
Although broadcast channels in Figure 5 show a constant activity pattern, the rest of the band exhibits an oscillating behaviour along time. When the entire band is considered, the instantaneous duty cycle then notably differs from the average value. For example, Figure 6 indicates that a 1-hour measurement period started at 9:32 would report an occupancy rate of 41.58% while the same time span started at 12:32 and 15:32 would report average duty cycles of 68.37% and 33.75%, respectively. None of these values is representative of the actual average usage of the band since the true mean over the 24-hour period was obtained to be 35.60%. Based on this discussion, a reasonable option to obtain representative results without any a priori information of the band to be measured is to consider measurement periods of at least 24 hours in order to account for potential daily temporal patterns.
Although a 24-hour measurement period can be regarded as adequate, it is certainly true that a relatively large number of recorded traces and thus reasonably long measurement periods are required to correctly characterise the spectral activity in allocated spectrum bands. For example, 48-hour periods would provide more realistic estimates. Moreover, 7-day periods would also include the potentially different usage patterns of some spectrum bands in weekdays and weekends. A 24-hour measurement period properly chosen can be considered as a reasonable trade-off between reliability of the obtained results and time required to complete the measurement campaign. T ra ff ic c h a n n e ls Broadcast channel
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Average duty cycle per hour (%) Figure 5 . Average duty cycle per hour for DCS downlink. 
DATA POST-PROCESSING
While the previous sections dealt with aspects to be considered before the measurement phase, this section discusses different methods for post-processing the empirical data captured during the measurement stage and the impact of such methods on the obtained statistic results. Regardless of the final measurement campaign's objective (e.g., definition of adequate DSA policies, identification of sparsely used frequency bands or development of spectrum usage models), one of the very first steps of data postprocessing is to determine which captured PSD samples correspond to occupied and unoccupied channels.
To detect whether a frequency band is used by a licensed user, different sensing methods have been proposed in the literature [33, 34] . They provide different trade-offs between required sensing time, complexity and detection capabilities. Depending on how much information is available about the signal used by the licensed network different performances can be reached. However, in the most generic case no prior information is available. If only power measurements of the spectrum utilisation are available, the energy detection method is the only possibility left. Due to its simplicity and relevance to the processing of power measurements, energy detection has been a preferred approach for many past spectrum studies. Energy detection compares the received signal energy in a certain frequency band to a predefined decision threshold. If the signal lies above the threshold the band is declared to be occupied by the licensed system. Otherwise the band is supposed to be idle. Therefore, the measured PSD samples need to be compared to a threshold in order to determine whether they correspond to occupied channels or not.
The decision threshold is a critical parameter in data post-processing since its value severely impacts the obtained occupancy statistics. High decision thresholds may result in underestimation of the actual spectrum occupancy due to the misdetection of faded signals. On the other hand, excessively low decision thresholds may result in overestimation caused by noise samples above the threshold. As shown in Figure 7 , different systems may exhibit different sensitivities to the variation of the decision threshold. In general, the duty cycle for highpowered transmitters such as TV stations and cellular communication base stations (downlink direction) shows a lower decreasing rate as the decision threshold increases. On the other hand, for bands where the received signal levels are lower the duty cycle is more sensitive to the decision threshold, with changes from 100% to 0% in 5 dB or less. This observation highlights the importance of using an adequate criterion to select the decision threshold.
Several methods to determine the decision threshold have been employed in previous studies. Most of them are based on a priori knowledge of noise properties. The simplest way to determine the decision threshold based on the noise knowledge is via empirical analysis, where the collected measurements are visually inspected and the threshold is arbitrarily placed somewhere in the middle between the noise and signal curves. For example, the threshold in [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] is decided based on visual inspection of PSD curves. An alternative approach is adopted in [25] , where the spectral occupancy (average duty cycle) is computed as a function of the decision threshold for several used channels as in Figure 7 , and the decision threshold is manually placed between the noise curve and the curves corresponding to the used channels. The main shortcomings of these approaches are their arguably lack of rigour, subjectivity and difficulty to be implemented in an automated fashion. Other more rigorous methods to determine the decision threshold are shown in Figure 8 . These methods assume a perfect knowledge of the noise properties, at least of the mean X mean (f ), minimum X min (f ) and maximum X max (f ) values at different frequencies f , which can easily be measured by simply replacing the antenna with a matched load. A simple possibility to determine the decision threshold would be to select the maximum noise level X max (f ) recorded at each measured frequency point f as the decision threshold γ(f ):
This method will be referred to as MaxNoise criterion. This option guarantees that no noise samples lie above the threshold and therefore that spectrum occupancy is never overestimated. However, occupancy may be underestimated due to weak signal samples lying below the maximum noise level. To solve this problem, an alternative option is to fix the decision threshold m decibels above the average noise level:
where m represents a constant quantity added to the mean noise level (e.g., m = 6 dB as in [20] or m = 10 dB as suggested in [35] ). This method will be referred to as m-dB criterion. The main drawback of this method is that the noise variance and also the maximum noise level X max (f ) may vary band-by-band depending on several configuration parameters such as the frequency span, which makes difficult to precisely control the relation between the noise level and the decision threshold. As illustrated in Figure 8 , a fixed decision threshold may be appropriate for certain measurement conditions but may not be adequate if the measurement configuration changes from one band to another. Therefore, a constant m-dB threshold over the entire measurement range may not be appropriate. A different solution conciliating the previous methods is the Probability of False Alarm (PFA) criterion.
In the context of CR, the PFA is defined as the probability that the CR network declares a channel to be occupied by a licensed signal when it is actually free. This event may be caused by strong noise samples along with low decision thresholds. Based on a target PFA for a CR network equal to P f a , the decision threshold γ(f ) at each measured frequency point f is fixed such that only a fraction P f a of the noise samples X(f ), measured by replacing the antenna with a matched load, lie above the threshold:
where
, the cumulative distribution function of the noise values X(f ). It is worth noting that this alternative can be considered as an intermediate approach between the MaxNoise criterion, where spectrum occupancy is never overestimated, and the m-dB criterion, where spectrum occupancy may be significantly over/underestimated. The maximum overestimation error in which the PFA criterion may incur is given by the value of P f a , i.e. if the maximum fraction of noise samples allowed to lie above the decision threshold γ(f ) is equal to P f a , spectrum occupancy will never be overestimated by an amount greater than P f a . There exists a second category of algorithms to determine the decision threshold without any a priori knowledge of the noise properties. Some examples are the Otsu's algorithm [36] and the Recursive One-sided Hypothesis Testing (ROHT) algorithm proposed in [37] . The main drawback of these algorithms is that they are more complex and based on some assumptions that may not hold. Moreover, such assumptions are not necessary when noise properties can be known as it is our case. These methods are not considered in this study.
To quantitatively assess the impact of the decision threshold on the obtained occupancy statistics, the same set of empirical data was post-processed based on the energy detection principle but using the MaxNoise, mdB and PFA criteria. The results obtained for various frequency bands are shown in When the decision threshold is lowered from the MaxNoise criterion to the PFA 1% criterion, a maximum amount of 1% noise samples are allowed to lie above the decision threshold, which may be detected as signal samples. A maximum increase of 1% in the duty cycle due to noise samples is hence expected in this case. However, Figure 9 indicates that the average duty cycle for the 146-235 MHz and 235-317 MHz bands, which are occupied by a wide variety of licensed systems, increases 12.76% (from 43.32% to 56.08%) and 12.55% (from 28.90% to 41.45%), respectively, when moving from MaxNoise to PFA 1%. Since these increments are higher than 1% this clearly means that PFA is able to detect some additional weak signals around the noise level in these bands. If the decision threshold is further lowered with the PFA 2%, 5% and 10% criteria, more weak signals are detected and the resulting average duty cycles increase (and so does the maximum overestimation error). A similar trend is observed for weak GSM uplink signals (870-915 MHz), although in this case the PFA improvement is less significant.
In the 2700-3000 MHz band (occupied only by a few military radars) and the 5470-5875 MHz band (completely unoccupied), the PFA criterion increases the average duty cycle by the same amount as the P f a parameter of the algorithm. For example, when moving from PFA 2% to PFA 5% the duty cycle increases about 3%. The absence of licensed signals in these bands indicates that such increase is not caused by the detection of true weak signals but noise samples above the threshold. As shown in Figure 9 , a similar behaviour is also observed for bands with highpower transmitters such as TV and GSM downlink. In this case, this means that in such bands lowering the decision threshold below the maximum noise level with the PFA criterion does not result in the detection of some additional weak signals, which indeed do not exist in these bands, but the misinterpretation of some noise samples as signals. In such a case PFA results in an occupancy overestimation equal to P f a with respect to MaxNoise.
It can be concluded that, in general, PFA improves the detection performance of MaxNoise at the cost of a risk of incurring in overestimation errors in bands occupied by high-power transmitters. Increasing the target P f a of the PFA method improves the detection performance but also the maximum overestimation error. Based on the obtained results, the PFA 1% criterion can be considered as a reasonable trade-off between improvement in the ability to detect weak signals and overestimation error in bands occupied by high-power transmitters.
CONCLUSIONS
Although several spectrum measurement campaigns have been performed in the context of cognitive radio, there is a lack of common and appropriate evaluation methodology, which would be desirable not only to prevent inaccurate results but also to enable the direct comparison of results from different sources. This work has presented a comprehensive and in-depth discussion of several important methodological aspects that need to be carefully taken into account when evaluating spectrum usage. A quantitative evaluation of the impact of different individual factors on the obtained results along with various useful guidelines have been provided as well. The results presented in this work highlight the importance of carefully Figure 9 . Impact of different decision threshold selection criteria on the detected activity for various licensed frequency bands.
designing an appropriate methodology when evaluating spectrum occupancy in the context of cognitive radio. This work has contributed a unifying methodological framework for future spectrum measurement campaigns.
A. DUTY CYCLE DEFINITION
This appendix provides a formal definition for the duty cycle, which is used throughout this work as an evaluation metric quantifying the ability to detect the presence of a licensed signal within a certain frequency range. The duty cycle is computed based on a finite set of discrete measurements collected along a range of frequencies F span = F stop − F start (frequency span) and over a period of time T span = T stop − T start (time span).
The measured discrete time instants t i (T start ≤ t i < T stop ) are given by
where T r represents the time resolution and is given by the spectrum analyser's sweep time, which in turn depends on the selected configuration parameters. For a given time resolution T r , the number of traces N t collected within a time span T span is given by N t = T span /T r .
The measured discrete frequency points f j (F start ≤ f j < F stop ) are given by f j = F start + (j − 1) · F r , j = 1, 2, . . . , N f
where the frequency resolution F r = F span /N f is given by the frequency bin, determined by the selected frequency span F span and the number of frequency points N f measured by the spectrum analyser.
The set of Power Spectral Density (PSD) samples collected by a spectrum analyser over a time span T span and along a frequency span F span can be represented by a N t × N f matrix M as
where each element M (t i , f j ) represents the PSD sample captured at time instant t i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N t ) and frequency point f j (j = 1, 2, . . . , N f ).
To compute the duty cycle, the presence or absence of a licensed signal needs to be determined for each PSD sample M (t i , f j ). In other words, for each captured PSD sample it is necessary to determine whether the sample corresponds to a licensed signal sample or a noise sample. Several signal detection principles have been proposed in the literature to perform such task [33, 34] . However, as discussed in section 5, when only power measurements of the spectrum utilisation are available, the energy detection method is the only possibility left. Energy detection compares the received signal energy in a certain frequency band to a predefined threshold. If the signal energy lies above the threshold, a licensed signal is declared to be present. Otherwise, the measured frequency channel is supposed to be idle. Following this principle, a binary spectral occupancy matrix
is defined, where each element Ω(t i , f j ) ∈ {0, 1} is computed as with γ(f j ) being an energy decision threshold for frequency point f j and ξ(x, y) a function defined as ξ(x, y) = 0, x < y 1, x ≥ y
Each element Ω(t i , f j ) in matrix Ω represents the presence Ω(t i , f j ) = 1 or absence Ω(t i , f j ) = 0 of a licensed signal at time instant t i and frequency point f j , according to the energy detection principle based on an energy decision threshold γ(f j ). Unless otherwise stated, the decision threshold is set according to the Probability of False Alarm 1% (PFA 1%) criterion (see section 5). For each measured frequency point f j , the duty cycle DC fj is computed as the proportion of PSD samples, out of all the PSD samples recorded at that frequency, that lie above the decision threshold γ(f j ) and hence that are considered as samples of occupied channels:
For a frequency point f j , this metric represents the fraction of time that the frequency is considered to be occupied. For a certain frequency span (i.e., range of frequencies j = 1, 2, . . . , N f ), the average duty cycle DC of the band is computed by averaging the duty cycle DC fj of all the N f frequency points measured within the band:
This metric represents the average degree of spectrum utilisation within certain time (T span ) and frequency (F span ) spans. The duty cycle is usually given in percentage and this is the convention adopted in this study. The interest of using the duty cycle as the main evaluation metric in this work is as follows. The duty cycle, by definition, represents the proportion of PSD samples corresponding to occupied channels, i.e. samples where the presence of a licensed signal has been detected. Under the right assumptions and evaluation conditions, higher duty cycles can be related to a better capability to detect the presence of a licensed signal within a certain frequency range. Based on this principle, the signal detection capabilities of different measurement setups, configurations, methods or algorithms can be evaluated and compared in terms of the duty cycle, inferring better signal detection capabilities for those approaches providing higher duty cycles. Moreover, the duty cycle constitutes a simple, intuitive and easily computable evaluation metric.
